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Three experiments explored the resistance to simulated reverberation of various cues for selective
attention. Listeners decided which of two simultaneous target words belonged to an attended rather
than to a simultaneous unattended sentence. Attended and unattended sentences were spatially
separated using interaural time differences~ITDs! of 0, 645, 691 or6181ms. Experiment 1 used
sentences resynthesized on a monotone, with sentence pairs havingF0 differences of 0, 1, 2, or 4
semitones. Listeners’ weak preference for the target word with the same monotonousF0 as the
attended sentence was eliminated by reverberation. Experiment 1 also showed that listeners’ ability
to use ITD differences was seriously impaired by reverberation although some ability remained for
the longest ITD tested. In experiment 2 the sentences were spoken with natural prosody, with
sentence stress in different places in the attended and unattended sentences. The overallF0 of each
sentence was shifted by a constant amount on a log scale to bring theF0 trajectories of the target
words either closer together or further apart. These prosodic manipulations were generally more
resistant to reverberation than were the ITD differences. In experiment 3, adding a large difference
in vocal-tract size~615%! to the prosodic cues produced a high level of performance which was
very resistant to reverberation. The experiments show that the natural prosody and vocal-tract size
differences between talkers that were used retain their efficacy in helping selective attention under
conditions of reverberation better than do interaural time differences. ©2000 Acoustical Society
of America.@S0001-4966~00!02607-2#

PACS numbers: 43.66.Pn, 43.71.Es@RVS#
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INTRODUCTION

This paper is concerned with some of the cues that
teners can use to attend to a particular sound source
time. It extends to conditions of reverberation from sim
lated room acoustics the findings of a recent article~Darwin
and Hukin, 1999! and its companion article~Darwin and
Hukin, 2000! on the effectiveness of spatial, prosodic, a
vocal-tract size cues to auditory selective attention.

Reverberation has a variety of destructive influences
the intelligibility of speech, both for single sound sourc
~Moncur and Dirks, 1967; Nabelek and Robinson, 1982; N
belek and Donahue, 1984; Nabelek and Dagenais, 1986;
belek, 1988! and when there are competing sounds~Plomp,
1976, 1977; Cullinget al., 1994!. In this article we examine
the effect that reverberation has on some of the cues tha
potentially help listeners to attend to a particular talk
across time.

Two types of cue that can potentially help a listener
maintain attention to a particular sound source have do
nated discussions and were investigated in the compa
article: localization and pitch. Both of these cues, howev
are susceptible to adulteration by reverberation. Althou
single sounds with abrupt onsets are well localized in na
rally reverberant or simulated reverberant environments
to the mechanism of the precedence effect~Hartmann, 1983;
Culling et al., 1994!, localization of sounds that lack abrup
onsets is seriously impaired by reverberation~Hartmann,
1983!, because of changes to both interaural time and in
sity differences~Rakerd and Hartmann, 1985!. When mask-
ing noise is present, the ability to localize spee
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~Abouchacraet al., 1998! or click-trains~Good and Gilkey,
1996; Lorenziet al., 1999! is impaired at adverse signal-to
noise ratios in anechoic conditions; the influence of rev
beration on this ability has not been studied systematica
However, even modest amounts of reverberation, which
not reduce listeners’ ability to localize speech presen
alone, can reduce listeners’ ability to exploit localizatio
cues in identifying a vowel target presented with spatia
separated masking noise~Culling et al., 1994!.

If the F0 of a complex sound is steady, it should be litt
affected by reverberation, since the harmonic structure
mains intact. However, the harmonic structure of frequen
modulated sounds is distorted by reverberation since e
part of the reverberant sound, being delayed, will have
previous value ofF0 rather than that of the current dire
sound. Figure 1 shows spectrograms of the sentence ‘‘Co
you please write the word bead down now’’ spoken w
natural prosody for both the anechoic~upper panel! and re-
verberant~lower panel, RT6050.4 s) conditions used in the
following experiments. Where theF0 contour is relatively
flat, harmonic structure is still evident though with reduc
clarity, but distortion of harmonicity is clearly visible wher
there are large changes inF0 ~during the word ‘‘now,’’ for
example!.

The effect of this degradation has been shown in exp
ments on the recognition of double vowels~Culling et al.,
1994!. For vowels with steadyF0’s, the improved identifi-
cation produced by putting the vowels on differentF0’s sur-
vives reverberation. But for vowels with modulatedF0’s it
does not. These findings raise the question of whether m
3358(1)/335/8/$17.00 © 2000 Acoustical Society of America
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FIG. 1. Narrow-band spectrograms of the sentence ‘‘Could you please write the word bead down now’’ spoken with natural prosody for both anech~upper
panel! and reverberant~lower panel, RT6050.4 s) conditions. The reverberation produces considerable smearing across time and distortion of harm
where there are rapid changes inF0 ~during the word ‘‘now,’’ for example!.
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natural intonation contours are useful under reverberant c
ditions for selecting between alternative sound sources.
teners might, for example, be able to attend more easily to
on-going natural contour than to artificial modulation, and
overcome the degrading effects of reverberation.

The experiments reported here use an established p
digm ~Darwin and Hukin, 1999, 2000! to investigate the ef-
fects of reverberation on cues to speech source contin
Subjects choose which of two simultaneous target words
part of an attended sentence rather than part of anothe
multaneous sentence. The paradigm has the advantage t
allows a rapid investigation of the effectiveness of localiz
tion and of prosodic and speaker cues in determining spe
source continuity, although it does not measure the real-t
allocation of attention. Since the two sentences and the ta
words remain the same throughout the experiment~apart
from the manipulated cues!, the intelligibility requirements
of the task are minimal.

Our paradigm complements recent work by Assma
~1999b, a! which investigates howF0 and vocal-tract size
differences contribute to the overall intelligibility of pairs o
sentences. Assmann measures the total number of word
called irrespective of which of the two sentences a particu
word occurred in. Consequently, his work asks how vario
cues influence the intelligibility of individual words, but doe
not address the question of how listeners determine wh
words are part of the attended sentence. Our paradigm
nores the former question, and addresses the latter.

The first two experiments use a simulated room~Peter-
son, 1986! to explore the effects of reverberation on the u
fulness of localization and prosodic cues to selective at
tion. The third experiment also varies the apparent voc
tract size of the talker.
336 J. Acoust. Soc. Am., Vol. 108, No. 1, July 2000
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I. EXPERIMENT 1

This experiment repeats experiment 1 of Darwin a
Hukin ~1999! with simulated reverberation. The experime
examines the robustness to simulated reverberation of
notonousF0 differences and interaural time differences
cues for the selection of one of two simultaneous tar
words.

A. Stimuli

The recordings from the earlier article~Darwin and
Hukin, 1999! were used in this experiment. The two se
tences ‘‘Could you please write the word bird down now
and ‘‘You will also hear the sound dog this time’’ wer
spoken with a nearly flat intonation contour at around 1
Hz by a native speaker of British English~CJD!. A short
period of silence was added to the beginning of one sente
so that the two target words~‘‘dog,’’ ‘‘bird’’ ! began at the
same time into their respective sound files.

The two sentences were resynthesised on a mono
using a PSOLA algorithm~Moulines and Charpentier, 1990!
at fundamental frequencies of 100, 106, 112.3, and 125
corresponding to approximately 0, 1, 2, and 4 semito
above 100 Hz. This range ofF0 differences is sufficient to
produce substantial segregation both in speech identifica
tasks ~Brokx and Nooteboom, 1982; Scheffers, 198
Assmann and Summerfield, 1990; Culling and Darwin, 19
Bird and Darwin, 1998! and in across-frequency integratio
of interaural time differences~ITDs! ~Hill and Darwin,
1996!.

In order to maintain the alignment of target word onse
small adjustments were made to the silent closure inte
before the target word in the differentF0 conditions. These
adjustments compensated for the PSOLA resynthesis ro
336C. J. Darwin and R. W. Hukin: Reverberation and attention
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ing durations to whole numbers of pitch periods.
This procedure produced sounds for the normal con

tion, where theF0’s of the target words ‘‘dog’’ and ‘‘bird’’
were the same as the sentence in which they occurred
produce the swapped condition, these target words were
tally swapped round at stop-closure silences between var
combinations of files so that the target word did not have
sameF0 as its carrier sentence. The swapped condition
lows us to separate spatial and prosodic contributions to
tention.

The resynthesised sentences and their targets were
given simulated reverberation using Peterson’s ray-trac
model ~Peterson, 1986! previously used by Culling
et al. ~1994!. The model room layout is illustrated in Fig.
and is identical to that used by Cullinget al. The source was
simulated to be 2 m from the head, which was placed in
slightly different position in the room from that used b
Culling et al. Positions of the source were chosen to give
direct path-length difference at the two ears correspondin
the ITDs of 0,645, 691, and6181 ms used in the earlie
experiment. The model calculated the waveform at each
the two ears represented as points in free space. Co
quently, the model does not represent either interaural in
sity differences~IID ! arising from head shadow or pinna e
fects. The model does, however, incorporate inten
differences arising from different path lengths from t
source to the two ears, though for a source 2 m away and
opposite to one ear the IID is small~c. 0.7 dB!. For conve-
nience, and for ease of comparison of the results with th
from our previous experiments, we will refer to the differe
source positions by their corresponding ITDs. Two abso
tion coefficients, 0.6 and 0.3, were used to give reverbera
times (RT60 is defined as the time for the reverberant ene
to drop by 60 dB! of 0.14 and 0.4 s, respectively. Our d
rectly measured reverberation times differ slightly fro
those reported in Cullinget al. ~1994!.

FIG. 2. Layout of simulated room for implementation of Peterson’s r
tracing method. The head was acoustically transparent, thus elimin
head-related interaural intensity differences~apart from those arising from
the distance between the ears!. Sources were positioned to give the nomin
ITDs cited in the text when the absorption coefficient was unity.
337 J. Acoust. Soc. Am., Vol. 108, No. 1, July 2000
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B. Procedure

The 13 listeners were native speakers of British Engl
aged between 21 and 52~including the two authors!; all had
pure-tone thresholds within the normal range at octave
quencies between 125 Hz and 8 kHz. They had all part
pated in experiment 1 of Darwin and Hukin~1999!.

The procedure was identical to that of experiment 1
Darwin and Hukin~1999! except that listeners were told tha
they should attend to the sentence ‘‘Could you please w
the word X down now,’’ and to press the ‘‘d’’ or ‘‘b’’ key if
it contained the target word ‘‘dog’’ or ‘‘bird,’’ respectively
One carrier sentence and one target word always had anF0
of 100 Hz, the other carrier sentence and the other target
anF0 that was either the same or 1, 2, or 4 semitones hig
The attended carrier sentence was thus separated from
other sentence by seven different intervals~24, 22, 21, 0,
1, 2, or 4 semitones!.

For the trials on which the ITD was zero, these sev
conditions were combined with two conditions in which th
target word that had the sameF0 as the attended sentenc
was either ‘‘dog’’ or ‘‘bird’’ giving a total of 14 conditions
~two of which are in fact identical, with zero ITD and zer
difference inF0).

For the trials on which the ITD was not zero, there we
three values of ITD combined with:F0 difference~seven
values!, whether the target with the same ITD was ‘‘dog’’ o
‘‘bird’’ ~two values!, whether the attended sentence had
positive or a negative ITD~two values!, whether the target
word with the same ITD as the carrier sentence also had
same F0 as the carrier sentence or not~normal versus
swapped: two values!. This combination gives a total of 16
conditions~some identical! which were presented five time
each with each listener getting a different pseudo-rand
order. All these trials were presented in separate blocks
trials at the two reverberation times~0.1 and 0.4 s! in a
counter-balanced order across subjects. The sentences
mixed at each headphone~Sennheiser 414! gave an average
level of 68 dB SPL through a flat-plate coupler.

C. Results and discussion

Listeners’ preferences for one or the other target w
were subjected to analysis of variance with the followi
factors: ITD ~645, 691, 6181 ms!, F0 difference between
the attended carrier sentence and the distractor (DF0524,
22, 21, 0, 11, 12, 14 semitones!, correct target
~‘‘dog,’’ ‘‘bird’’ !, correct target’sF0 relation to attended
carrier ~same, different!, and side of attended sentence~left,
right!. The reported significance levels have had t
Greenhouse–Geisser correction for sphericity applied us
SuperANOVA ~Abacus Concepts!.

1. Continuity of F0

When the two carrier sentences and target words h
the same, zero ITD, the only cue to which target word b
longs with the attended carrier isF0. Figure 3 shows the
percentage of target words reported that had the sameF0 as
the attended sentence for both the reverberation condition
this experiment, and also for the same 13 listeners for exp

-
ng
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ment 1 of Darwin and Hukin~1999! which used the same
stimuli but without reverberation. The data are plotted a
function of theF0 difference between the attended and
carrier sentences.

Overall, the tendency for listeners to report the tar
with the same, monotonousF0 is rather weak, and is re
duced by reverberation@F(2,24)515.8,p,0.0001#. The re-
duction is rather slight for a RT60 of 0.1 s, but performance i
at chance for a RT60 of 0.4 s. This result contrasts wit
Culling et al. ~Exp. 3a, 1994!, finding that a 0.4-s reverbera
tion time did not reduce the substantial beneficial effect o
1-semitone difference inF0 on the threshold level for iden
tifying a steady-state vowel in the presence of a vowell
masker. Apart from the very different tasks used in the t
experiments, possible factors responsible for the more s
stantial effect of reverberation time in the present experim
are the use of natural word targets embedded in a sent
context.

The below-chance performance for the two less rev
berant conditions at anF0 difference of21 semitone prob-
ably reflects a tendency for listeners to report the target w
that has the higherF0 when there is only a small absolu
difference inF0 between the two target words. This te
dency is, in fact, a general one across the experiment. Fi
4 shows it for the rest of the experimental data~i.e., when
there is also an ITD difference between the sentences!. At
smallF0 differences, listeners tend to report the target w
that has the higherF0, but at larger differences inF0 they
tend to report the target word with the sameF0 as the carrier
sentence. Neither of these trends is large~maximally about
10%!, but the interaction for the data in Fig. 4 is high
significant@F(6,72)540.4,p,0.0001#.

The tendency to prefer the higher of two differen
pitched sounds has been noted previously. When two
tences are presented simultaneously with a pitch differe
of 4 ~but not at 1, 2, 6, or 8! semitones between them, th
one with the higherF0 is more intelligible ~Assmann,

FIG. 3. Percent of target words reported that had the sameF0 as the at-
tended sentence for the conditions that had zero ITD in experiment 1
function of theF0 difference~attended-unattended! between sentences. Th
parameter is the reverberation time of the simulated room. Sound sou
for both sentences were positioned directly ahead. Data for the RT6050
condition are for the same subjects from experiment 1 of Darwin and Hu
~1999!. There is no data point at 0 semitones since the correct respon
undefined.
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1999a!. Similarly, when listeners are asked to match t
dominant pitch of two different vowels played simulta
neously 2 or 4 semitones apart, listeners make matc
which are closer to the higher than the lower pitch; wh
asked to match both pitches, matches tend to be made
and more accurately to the higher pitch~Assmann and Pas
chall, 1998!. In a musical context, the higher of two poly
phonic parts is easier to recognize than the lower~Gregory,
1990!. However, extensive experiments on double-vow
recognition have failed to find any consistently better iden
fication of the higher-pitched vowel~McKeown, 1992; de
Cheveigne´ et al., 1997; Paschall and Assmann, 1998!. In our
data, the preference for the higher-pitched target word we
ens as theF0 difference increases from 1 to 4 semitone
This reduced preference for the higher-F0 target is probably
due to an increased preference for the target with the s
F0 as the attended sentence.

2. Continuity of ITD

When ITD is not zero, the spatial separation of the s
tences provides an additional dimension for listeners
choose the target word. In the normal conditions spa
separation andF0 continuity work together whereas in th
swapped conditions they are opposed. Since we have alr
shown that there is only a small tendency for listeners
report the target word with the sameF0 as the attended
carrier sentence, the data presented in Fig. 5 ignores
normal/swapped distinction. It shows the percentage of
ported targets that had the same ITD as the attended sen
for the 13 Ss of experiment 1. The data in the left-hand pa
of Fig. 5 are for the same subjects from experiment 1
Darwin and Hukin~1999!; they show that with no reverbera
tion listeners show a strong tendency to report the target w
the same ITD as the attended sentence.

The center and right-hand panels of Fig. 5 show t
increasing reverberation time clearly reduces the ability
listeners to report the target that has the same ITD as
attended sentence@F(2,24)590.8,p,0.0001#. The effect of

a

es

in
is

FIG. 4. The figure shows how strongly listeners in experiment 1 prefer
the target word that had either the same~rather than different! F0 as the
attended sentence~filled circles!, or the target word that had the highe
~rather than lower! F0 ~open squares! as a function of the difference inF0
between target words~and so also between carrier sentences!. Data are from
trials where the ITDs were nonzero averaged across reverberation c
tions.
338C. J. Darwin and R. W. Hukin: Reverberation and attention
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reverberation is more marked for smaller ITDs@F(4,48)
522.5, p,0.0001#, probably because of ceiling effects fo
the large ITD conditions. At the smallest ITD,645 ms, per-
formance decreases markedly as reverberation time incre
from 0 to 0.1 s, whereas for the largest ITD, listeners are
getting about 75% of the targets correct by ITD with a
verberation time of 0.4 s.

The data in Fig. 5 are shown plotted against the abso
difference inF0 between the two sentences; the genera
small effects of the direction ofF0 difference and ofF0
continuity have been dealt with in the previous sectio
When there is no reverberation, subjects’ ability to report
target with the same ITD as the attended sentence is so
what lower when the two sentences have the sameF0 than
when there is a difference inF0. With increased reverbera
tion, the effect of a difference inF0 becomes rather erratic
interacting with reverberation time and ITD@F(24,288)
52.3, p,0.05#.

In summary, this experiment has shown that listene
ability to use ITD to follow a particular target sentence
substantially disrupted when reverberation is introduced
addition, the rather weak tendency to report the target
has the sameF0 as the attended sentence, is also reduced
reverberation.

II. EXPERIMENT 2

The purpose of experiment 2 is to compare how resili
to reverberation are ITD and natural prosodic cues. The n
ral prosodic variation that we use here is more effective
maintaining a listener’s attention than the monotone man
lations used in experiment 1~Darwin and Hukin, 2000!.

Reverberation impairs listeners’ ability to use sin
soidally modulatedF0’s to separate simultaneous vowellik
sounds more than it impairs their ability to use monotono
F0’s ~Culling et al., 1994!. Culling et al. attribute this im-
pairment by reverberation to two causes: first, for sm
modulation depths reverberation blurs the harmonic struc
of individual sounds; second, further impairment occu
when the modulation depth is comparable with theF0 sepa-
ration of the two sounds so the blurredF0’s overlap. On the
basis of this analysis we would expect reverberation to h

FIG. 5. Percent~61 standard error! of target words reported that had th
same ITD as the attended sentence for the 13 Ss of experiment 1.
RT6050 data are for these subjects from experiment 1 of Darwin and Hu
~1999!.
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more effect on the ability of listeners to use natural conto
which are separated by an overallF0 difference which pre-
vents theF0 of the reverberant sound becoming too clo
than on those with overlappingF0 contours.

A. Stimuli and procedure

The utterances used were those from experiment 1 of
companion article~Darwin and Hukin, 2000!. In brief, two
sentences with each of two target words~‘‘Could you please
write the word bead/globe down now’’ and ‘‘You’ll also
hear the sound bead/globe played here’’! were spoken in two
versions, one with the main sentence stress early in the
tence~on ‘‘please’’ or ‘‘also’’!, and once with the stress lat
in the sentence~on ‘‘now’’ or ‘‘here’’ !. Sentences were
paired so that a pair contained both carrier sentences,
target words, and both sentence stress positions. Three
ferent resyntheses were then made for each sentence
original, in which theF0 values were unchanged;together,
in which the two sentences,F0 contours were both shifted in
order to make the values ofF0 during the two target words
similar; andapart, in which the two sentences,F0 contours
were shifted the opposite way in order to make their valu
of F0 during the two target words more different. TheF0
contours for a representative pair of sentences are show
Fig. 1 of Darwin and Hukin~2000!.

In order to measure the relative strengths of the ITD a
prosodic cues, two different conditions were generated fr
these resynthesized sentence pairs: a normal condi
which retained the sentences as described in the prev
paragraph, and a swapped condition in which the tar
words~with their prosodic attributes! were swapped betwee
the two sentences of a pair. This swapping of target wo
was done before sentences were given different ITDs. A
get word that had the same ITD as the target sentence w
thus also have the same prosody in the normal condition,
different prosody in the swapped condition.

The simulated room used in experiment 1 with the sa
spatial positions and with RT6050.4 s then produced stere
sound files for presentation to listeners using the same
cedure as in the previous experiment.

The experiment was taken by the 13 listeners who h
taken the equivalent nonreverberant experimen
experiment 1 in the companion article~Darwin and Hukin,
2000!. Half of the listeners were instructed to listen to o
sentence throughout the experiment, and the others wer
structed to listen to the other sentence.

B. Results and discussion

The percentage of targets reported that have the ap
priate prosody for the attended sentence are shown in Fi

For the normal conditions, targets that have the app
priate prosody also have the same ITD as the attended
tence. Since both cues favor the same target word, pe
mance is very high~about 90%! despite the reverberatio
both for the original condition where theF0 contours are
unchanged, and for the apart condition where theF0 con-
tours have been further separated by about 4 semitones.
formance goes down to about 70% in the together condit
where the two target words have very similarF0 contours.

he
n
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Listeners are here mainly relying on other prosodic diff
ences between the two words such as the level differen
described in the companion article.

For the swapped conditions, the spatial cues are pla
in opposition to the prosodic cues. As the nominal ITD
creases, listeners report more of the targets that have
appropriate spatial cues and correspondingly fewer tar
that have the correct prosody. In order to see more clearly
relative effect of reverberation on the two types of cue, F
7 shows the size of the decrease, between the normal an
swapped conditions, in the percentage of reported targets
have the same ITD as the attended sentence. The mor
fective the prosodic cue, or the less effective ITD, the lar
will be this change.

FIG. 6. Percent~61 standard error! of target words reported that had th
same prosody as the attended sentence as a function of the difference i
between the two sentences for the 13 Ss of experiment 2. Symbols joine
solid lines plot data from conditions where the target word with the sa
prosody as the attended sentence also had the same ITD. For those join
dashed lines, the target word with the same prosody as the attended se
had the same ITD as the unattended sentence.

FIG. 7. Influence of reverberation on the relative effectiveness of ITD
prosody in experiment 2. The bars indicate the decrease in the perce
target words that had the same ITD as the attended sentence betwe
normal conditions~in which the target word shared both ITD and proso
with the attended sentence! and swapped conditions~where the target word
had the same ITD but a different prosody!. A large score indicates tha
prosodic cues are dominating over ITD. The scores are increased by inc
ing theF0 difference between the sentences~abscissa! and by reducing ITD.
The increase with reverberation~shaded versus black bars! indicates that
reverberation is degrading the ITD cue more than it is degrading the
sodic cue.
340 J. Acoust. Soc. Am., Vol. 108, No. 1, July 2000
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The solid bars of Fig. 7 show data from experiment 1
the companion article, and their pattern simply shows t
therelativeeffectiveness of the prosodic cues is increased
separating theF0 contours, and decreased by the larger IT
as one would expect. The effect of reverberation~hatched
bars! on this pattern is generally to favor the prosodic cu
indicating that 0.4-s reverberation weakens the spatial
more than it does the prosodic ones. That theF0 component
of the prosody maintains its effectiveness compared with
spatial cue is shown by the fact that the hatched bars in
7 remain above the solid bars in the original and apartF0
conditions.

III. EXPERIMENT 3

The final experiment examines the effect of reverbe
tion on listeners’ ability to attend to a sentence which
spoken by a different apparent vocal-tract size from the
attended sentence. The experiment takes the original pro
conditions from experiment 2 and introduces a615% differ-
ence in spectral envelope between the attended and u
tended sentences and also between the two target word

A. Stimuli and procedure

The original sentences from experiment 2 were modifi
to produce two apparently different talkers by altering t
spectral envelope without changing theF0 or duration. Sen-
tences were resynthesised using PSOLA using a method
scribed in detail in Darwin and Hukin~2000!. Briefly sen-
tences were globally reduced in duration and raised inF0 by
15%, resampled at 15% higher sampling frequency, and t
played back at the original sample rate. This manipulat
produced sentences that had the same durations andF0’s as
the originals, but which had the spectral envelope lowered
15% ~effectively increasing the apparent vocal-tract siz!.
Shorter vocal-tract voiced sentences were produced u
opposite manipulations. A large difference in vocal-tra
length was used since earlier work~Darwin and Hukin,
2000! had shown that such large differences were neces
to influence attention substantially. The vocal-tract was b
lengthened and shortened by 15%~rather than being merely
shortened by 30%! in order to maintain speech quality.

The sentences were paired as in experiment 2 with
additional constraint that each pair contained one long vo
tract sentence and one short vocal-tract sentence. Ta
words could be swapped between the sentences of a
before the sentences were allocated an ITD. In the swap
condition, the target word had the same ITD as the atten
sentence, but the vocal-tract size and prosody of the u
tended sentence.

Reverberation was added to the sentences in each
using the same simulated room used in experiments 1 an
the same spatial positioning and with RT6050.4 s. The re-
sultant stereo sound files were presented to the listeners
ing an identical procedure to the previous two experimen
Half of the listeners were instructed to listen to one sente
throughout the experiment, and the others were instructe
listen to the other sentence.

Of the 11 listeners who took the experiment, 8 had
ready taken part in the corresponding experiment in the c
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panion article with no reverberation. The remaining 3 su
jects additionally took this experiment so that we had d
from all 11 subjects both with and without reverberation.

B. Results and discussion

Introducing a difference in vocal-tract size between
attended and unattended sentences provides a cue wh
extremely resistant to degradation by reverberation e
when opposed by a substantial difference in ITD. Figure
shows the percent of target words reported that had the s
prosody and vocal tract size as the attended sentence
function of the difference in ITD between the two sentenc
The notable feature of the figure is that in the swapped c
ditions, where the target that is correct by prosody and vo
tract size has the wrong ITD, listeners very strongly pre
the target that has the correct prosody and vocal-tract s
This preference is still very substantial~87%! even when an
ITD difference of6181 ms opposes these cues.

The substantial preference for the target word that
the same vocal-tract size as the carrier sentence cont
with recent findings by Assmann~1999b! who found little
consistent improvement in overall word intelligibility of s
multaneously presented sentences with differences in vo
tract size. Two differences between our experiments
probably responsible. First, we used a difference in voc
tract length~215% vs115%! that is almost twice that use
by Assmann~0% vs 620%!; smaller differences than ou
615% are less effective as cues~Darwin and Hukin, 2000!.
Second, as pointed out in the Introduction, while Assman
experimental paradigm measures overall word intelligibili
but does not measure attention, our paradigm measure
tention but does not measure word intelligibility.

IV. SUMMARY AND GENERAL DISCUSSION

The three experiments reported here have explored
resistant to simulated reverberation are various cues for
lective attention. The listeners’ task was to decide which

FIG. 8. Percent~61 standard error! of target words reported that had th
same prosody and vocal tract size as the attended sentence as a func
the difference in ITD between the two sentences for the 11 Ss of experim
3. The open triangles plot data from conditions where the target word
the same prosody and vocal-tract size as the attended sentence also h
same ITD. The filled squares plot data from conditions where the ta
word with the same prosody and vocal-tract size as the attended sen
had the same ITD as the unattended sentence.
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two simultaneous target words belonged to an atten
rather than an unattended sentence. The experiments
shown the following.

~i! The weak preference of listeners for the target wo
with the same monotonousF0 as the attended sen
tence was eliminated by reverberation~experiment 1!.

~ii ! Listeners’ ability to use ITD differences was serious
impaired by reverberation~experiment 1!, although
some ability remained for the longest ITD tested.

~iii ! The prosodic manipulations~including F0 differ-
ences! used in experiment 2 were generally more r
sistant to reverberation than were the ITD differenc

~iv! Adding a difference in vocal-tract size to the prosod
cues produced a high level of performance which w
very resistant to reverberation~experiment 3!.

This paper has explored the effect of reverberation on
aspect of auditory attention: the ability of listeners to ma
tain attention to a particular sound source across time.
have used a paradigm that has minimal intelligibility requi
ments since listeners are always presented with the same
target words. The paradigm also minimizes local cues
sound-source continuity by presenting the two target wo
simultaneously and with silence~from stop closure! before
and after. Although it might be argued that this latter co
straint is somewhat artificial, it perhaps reflects the pra
calities of attempting to assign to the appropriate sourc
speech which is intermittently masked by other talkers.

The two main results of the paper are, first, that rev
beration reduces the effectiveness of ITD as an attentio
cue, and, second, that natural prosodic cues and large vo
tract size differences between talkers provide additional c
that are generally more resistant to the effects of reverb
tion than is ITD.

Our previous work had shown that, in the absence
talker andF0 differences, listeners could use small diffe
ences in ITD to follow a particular sound source. The effe
tiveness of this cue~with monotone speech!, however, is
seriously reduced by reverberation despite the dynamic
ture of the sentences and target sounds. Reverberation a
both the intensity and the phase of individual harmonics a
also reduces their depth of amplitude modulation and so
make both the carrier sentence and the target harder to lo
ize. Since the detrimental effect of reverberation pers
even when there is a 4-semitone difference inF0 between
sentences, it is unlikely that interference between the in
vidual components of the two sentences is necessary fo
verberation to have its effect.

Natural prosodic cues, although not particularly stro
~at least in these experiments! in the absence of reverbera
tion, are more resistant to reverberation than are the sp
cues used here. BothF0 differences and other prosodic cu
~probably mainly amplitude differences! help listeners to se-
lect the appropriate target word, and their influence becom
relatively stronger than the spatial cue with increased rev
beration. A large difference in vocal-tract size provides
more powerful continuity cue, and this too is very resistan
reverberation.

Although the paradigm used here allows sophistica
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stimulus manipulations to be made easily with natu
stimuli, it does not allow us to determine to what extent t
cues we are investigating are having their effect in real tim
and to what extent they are~merely! influencing a listener’s
choice some time after the event. It is possible that spa
cues could be exploited more easily than prosody or vo
tract size for directing of attention~Spence and Driver
1994!. If this were the case, then a task such as shadow
that is more sensitive to the real-time allocation of attent
might be substantially disrupted by the erosion of spa
cues by reverberation even though prosodic and vocal-t
cues were also present.
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